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Three Emphatic Forms of Integral Expression

Consilience. Resonance. Elegance



overview

o ‘Embrace and Befriend’

o ‘Critical Reflexivity’

o 3 Modes of Inquiry
o Selectivity

o Exclusivity

o Unity

o Explanatory Coherence

o Three Evaluative Inquiries
o Consilience

o Resonance

o Elegance

o Relative Strengths (Eight Theorists)

o Dynamic Consilience

o Ontonomic Aesthetic
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proposition

“An approach of ‘transcend and include’ 
validates the higher by the potential 
overshadowing of the included lower. In a 
reflexive reconsideration, perhaps there is 
virtue in the alternative paradigmatic 
approach to ‘embrace and befriend’. “ (p.1)

o 3 Modes of Inquiry
o Selectivity ~ Meta-theoretical Abstraction

o Exclusivity ~ Discursive Narrative Assertion

o Unity ~ Standardized Lexiconic Translation

Result: Concerns regarding how to combine the best 
‘forms of partials’.
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Integral Methodological 
Pluralism

explication ~ existing

“IMP is defined as being paradigmatic in that 
it includes the most time-honored 
methodologies, and meta-paradigmatic in 
that it weaves them together by way of three 
integrative principles: non-exclusion, 
unfoldment, and enactment.”’ (Rentschler, 2006, 

p. 15).

o Methodological Injunctions
o Non-Exclusion ~ increasing span

o Unfoldment ~ increasing depth

o Enactment ~ increasing scope

o Premise: Epistemological Perspectival
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overlapping
worlds

explication ~ IMP
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alternative
question

evaluation

“Instead of how to reconcile the competing 
validity of ‘integral’ conceptions, the 
alternative question (and an alternative 
integral worldview) might be to ask what are 
their relative contributions.” 

“The comparison of integral paradigms is 
then based on their structure, not their 
content; their functionality, not their 
function; and their coherency, not their 
completeness.” (p.3)
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evaluation

o Transference of Emphasis

o How do we include more, embrace more, and 
enact more perspectives?

~ becomes ~

o How might we respect more, invite more,  and 
appreciate more appreciations?

Context: ‘Appreciative Systems’: “The appreciative 

system is semi-autonomous, is one of several possible 
worlds which may be developed as its dwelling place by 
an individual, a group, a subculture, a society, that it is 
not determined but merely conditioned by the world of 
objects and events which forms is physical milieu, and 
that it develops partly according to its own laws and 
own time scale …” (Vickers, G. , 19 p. 25-26)

o
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Integral Explanatory 
Coherence

evaluation ~ IEC

“The concept of consilience relates to 
comprehensiveness and the ability to 
include ‘more classes of facts’ than another 
theory.” 

“The concept of resonance relates to 
scientific familiarity based on if the theory 
‘introduces mechanisms, entities or 
concepts that are used in established 
explanations’.” 

“The principle of elegance, is a descriptor of 
‘ontological economy’ and the number of 
assumed entities or unprovable hypotheses 
that must exist to support the propositions 
relied on (Thagard, 1988, 1989).” (p.4)
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Three Emphatic Forms of Integral Expression

Consilience. Resonance. Elegance



combination

“First *is+ needed an embodied shift in 
orientation. Rather than ask the question: 
“How partial is this integral conception?”, by 
evaluating the ways it might be seen as 
deficient, the proposed form of inquiry 
instead discloses: “How might this ‘integral’ 
conception have explanatory coherence?”

“Importantly, this approach differs from an 
evaluation of incompleteness, partialness or 
insufficiency. This premise is based on an 
appreciation of the relative emphasis of 
different integral conceptions where each is 
seen ‘in’ the all (and all is seen in ‘each’).” (p.6)
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integral explanatory coherence

elegance

consilience

resonance



demonstration

“The method for depicting the results of this 
enacted inquiry is by showing the 
combinations of the three counter-part 
factors (and their interdependence) as 
different resultants. Each resultant discloses 
a distinctive form of explanatory coherence.“

“This is illustrated by the relative presence 
or absence of the three criteria. The result is 
represented by an octet of potential 
domains. The simplest way of illustrating 
these primary delineations (in a myriad of 
possible combinations) is by a triptych which 
portrays each domain space and their 
pattern of relational formation.” (p.6)
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integral explanatory coherence

Form Factuals Familiarities Fictions Code Resultant

A. ~ ~ ~ (---) Sufficient Integral

B. Consilience ~ ~ (+--) Conscilient Integral

C. ~ Resonance ~ (-+-) Resonant Integral

D. ~ ~ Elegance (--+) Elegant Integral

E. ~ Resonance Elegance (-++) Ascendant Integral

F. Consilience ~ Elegance (+-+) Transcendent Integral

G. Consilience Resonance ~ (++-) Resplendent Integral

H. Consilience Resonance Elegance (+++) Immanent Integral



IEC premise

considerations

o ecology of integrals  ~ all represent the All

o ontological relationalism ~ each informs the 
other

o contributive emphasis ~ relative strength 
enhances the entirety

o axiology of coherence ~ appropriateness of 
scope honors autonomy

o ungendered transcendent ~ gender 
neutrality of spiritual resplendency
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Arthur Koestler
(5 September 1905 – 1 March 1983) 

“More generally, the term ‘holon’ may be applied to any stable biological
or social sub-whole which displays rule-governed behaviour and/or
structural Gestalt-constancy. Thus organelles and homologous organs are
evolutionary holons; morphogenetic fields are ontogenetic holons; the
ethnologist’s ‘fixed action-patterns’ and the sub-routines of acquired
skills are behavioural holons; phonemes, morphemes, words, phrases are
linguistic holons; individuals, families, tribes, nations are social holons.”
(Koestler, 1978, p. 304-305)

Sufficient Integral (- - -)



Sri Aurobindo 
(15 August 1872 – 5 December 1950) 

“But it is better not to enter into sterile intellectual discussions. The
intellectual mind cannot even realize what the supermind is; what use,
then, can here be in allowing it to discuss what it does not know? … Our
yoga is a double movement of ascent and descent; one rises to higher
and higher levels of consciousness, but at the same time one brings
down their power not only into mind and life, but in the end even into
the body. And the highest of these levels, the one at which it aims is the
supermind. Only when that can be brought down is a divine
transformation possible.” (Aurobindo, 1993, p. 40-41)

Consilient Integral (+ - -)



Pitirim Sorokin
(21 January 1889 – 11 February 1968) 

“The basic reason for this triple – personal, cultural, and social – set of
operations is that the personal, cultural and social aspects of
sociocultural phenomenon are inseparable from one another. …
Expressed in this brief form, the triple reintegration of egos, values, and
group affiliations sounds simple and easy. In its actual realization,
however, it is a long, difficult, and complex process, as almost all creative
processes are.” (Sorokin, 1954, p. 117-119)

Resonant Integral (- + -)



Josiah Royce 
(November 20 1855 – September 14 1916) 

“Insight is a knowledge that unites a certain unity and coherence of
grasp, and with a certain closeness of intimacy where by the one who
has insight is brought into near touch with the objects of his insight. The
three marks of insight are breadth of range, coherence and unity of view,
and closeness of personal touch… But as we grow toward higher insight,
we know in part and prophesy in part and are child-like in so far as that
which is perfect has not yet come.” (Royce, 1912, pp. 100-101)

Elegant Integral (- -+)



Peirre Teilhard de Chardin
(1 May 1881 – 10 April 1955) 

“This light is not the superficial glimmer which can be realized in coarse
enjoyment. Nor is it the violent flash which destroys objects and blinds
our eyes. It is the calm and powerful radiance engendered by the
synthesis of all the elements of the world in Jesus. The more fulfilled,
according to their nature, are the beings in whom it comes to play, the
close and more sensible this radiance appears; and the more sensible it
becomes, the more the objects which it bathes become distinct in
contour and remote in substance.” (Teilhard de Chardin, 1957, p. 121)

Ascendant Integral (- + +)



Kenneth Earl Wilber II
( 31 January 1949 – ) 

“To understand the whole, it is necessary to understand the parts. To
understand the parts, it is necessary to understand the whole. Such is the
circle of understanding. … I believe the integral vision will come upon you
slowly but surely, carefully but fiercely, deliberately but radiantly, so that
you and I will find ourselves sharing in the same circle of understanding,
abiding in the same eye of Spirit, dancing in the freedom of the whole,
expressed in all its parts.” (Wilber, 1997, p. 1) ”

Transcendent Integral (+ - +)



Rudolf Steiner
(27 February 1861 - 30 March 1925)

“One must distinguish between experiencing one’s own sensation world,
and looking at the sensation world of another person. Every man [sic], of
course, can see into his own sensation world. Only the seer with the
opened spiritual eye can see the sensation world of another. Unless a
man [sic] is a seer, he knows the world of sensation only as an inner one,
only as the peculiar hidden experiences of his own soul. With the opened
spiritual eye there shines out before the outward-turned spiritual gaze
what otherwise lives only in the inner nature of another being.” (Steiner,
1971, pp. 18-19)

Resplendent Integral (++-)



Raimon Panikkar-Alemany 
(2 November 1918 – 26 August 2010 ) 

“In other words, I am trying to overcome both the Cartesian dualism of
the res cogitans and the res extensa, and the idealistic dichotomy of the
Ich and the Nicht-Ich. In the last instance, I am criticizing any type of
dualism without, for that matter, subscribing to any kind of monism. I am
submitting that we have also the sphere of the thou, which presents an
ontonomy irreducible to the spheres of the I and the it. The thou is
neither autonomous vis-a-vis the I nor dependent heteronomically on it.
It presents a proper ontonomical relation, that is, an internal relation
constitutive of its own being.” (Panikkar, 1978, p. 25) ”

Immanent Integral (+++)



Raimon Panikkar

ontonomy

“Ontonomy rests on the assumption that the 
universe is a whole, that there is an internal 
and constitutive relationship between all and 
every part of reality, that nothing is 
disconnected and that the development and 
progress of one being is not to be at the 
expense of another” (p. 42)

“It entails both the exclusion of the separate 
disconnected independence of the various 
spheres of being (autonomy) as well as of 
the predominance of some spheres over 
others (heteronomy), in order to achieve a 
harmonious integration of the distinct parts 
in the whole (ontonomy). “
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integral complementarity

Theorist

A.  Arthur Koestler

B.  Sri Aurobindo

C.  Pitirim Sorokin

D.  Josiah Royce

E.  P. Tielhard de Chardin

F.  Ken Wilber

G. Rudolph Steiner

H. Raimon Panikkar

Contribution

• Holarchy

• Diversity

• Intimacy

• Divinity

• Transparency

• Immediacy

• Artistry

• Immanency



integral explanatory coherence

resonance

consilience

elegance

(Inclusions ~ Exceptions)

(Confirmations ~ Unknowns)

(Assumptions ~ Qualifications)



asking different questions?
• How can we map meta-theoretical integrations?

– How do we enable co-constructive generation?

• What frame can hold even more perspectives?

– What is the non-perspective that holds all frames?

• How do we be more meta-integrative?

– How do we co-enact the para-pardigmatic?

• How do we apply integral theory to more applications?

– How might we think about applications of integrals?

• How can we know all that there is?

– How might we provide for all that we may become?

willvarey 2012



N-dimensional 
hypervolumes

ecologies of conceptions



Integral 
Explanatory Coherence

• Three Folded Dimensionality

• Evaluated on ‘Own Terms’

• Diaphanous Transparency

• Relational Complementarity

• Trichotomous Dependency

• Dynamic Consiliency

• Atemporal Continuance

• Non-Locational Witness

• Amensional Comparisons

• Computational Logics

• Abductive Pragmatics

• Openly Emergent Narrative
®VareyCube 2013

http://youtu.be/iabdJwbPjWw


contribution

“The contribution of this paper is a focus 
on [relational] contributions. In the 
development of an integral discourse, 
each integral conception draws on all 
other forms of knowing, and in turn so 
other ‘integrals’ will benefit and be 
balanced by each accordingly.“(p.11)

“The value placed on the ecology of 
integrals is perhaps in its enactment of the 
‘diaphany’ (not the non-dual of duality), 
instead looking into and ‘through’ the 
entirety.” (p.12)
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conclusion

“Hierarchy does not mean superiority or 
inferiority; it means order, specifically, sacred 
order. It is ontonomic order in which the 
inter-independence of the “degrees of 
knowledge” co-operate toward the 
knowledge of the whole, each by virtue of its 
own nature. In other words, the ontonomy 
of the diverse “levels” of Being is not 
competitive.” (Panikkar, 2010, p. 241)

“Coherence, in this sense, is not simply a 
function of inclusionary aggregation. It 
occurs in the resultant grace of the patterns 
of occurrence; in the presence of its 
enactions; for the pathway of its own 
interactions.” (Varey, 2013) (p.13) 
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To be able to ‘see more’ is sound.

To be able to ‘see from’ is impressive.

To be able to ‘see through’ is profound.

summary



Conclusion: 

“The invitation of this paper, is less to make ‘integral 
more integral’, but instead to appreciate the 
ravishing beauty of the desires of all integral 

epistemologies, in their precious contribution to the 
enactment of the ontonomy of humanity.”
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